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Abstract

Today in the media many different stories can 

be read about concepts like ‘Mobile Payments’, 

‘Near Field Communication (NFC)’, and ‘Wallets’. 

In the diverse NFC implementations around the 

globe we can see that discussions are focused 

around branding the Wallet. In the industry this 

discussion is trademarked as the Wallet War. 

The first battle of the Wallet War is very pro-

tectionist and defensive. Companies want their 

own Wallets with their own brand and their 

own services. Moreover, Secure Element (SE) 

issuers are blocking other Wallets from their 

SEs. After a juridical battle it is expected that 

the ecosystem will open up. The preferred Wal-

lets will then become the Wallets that can offer 

most/all services in their Wallet. This will lead 

to commoditization of the Wallets. However, if 

all Wallets become a commodity again offering 

all services, then how can one become the pre-

ferred Wallet in the industry and win the Wal-

let Wars? Before we try to answer this question, 

we first explain the NFC Ecosystem. Next, the 

concept of a Wallet is introduced. Subsequent-

ly, the different types of Wallets from a brand-

ing (as opposed to technological) perspective 

are explained. Lastly, the current developments 

in the market are clarified, together with a vi-

sion for the future. 

Keywords: Wallet War, Near Field Communica-

tion, Ecosystem, Brand.

Introduction to the Ecosystem

NFC is a short range wireless technology that 

allows communication between two devices 

over a distance of ten centimetres or less by 

tapping. Based on this technology, devices like 

mobile phones are able to communicate wire-

lessly with each other. The advantages of NFC 

are threefold: the ability to pair two devices, 

the speed and the short range. 

Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) became 

aware of the possibilities of generating more 

value by using their infrastructure for more 

than phone calls.  However, their ambition 

clashed with the increase in risks. This led to 

MNOs approaching banks to cooperate. MNOs 

and banks faced challenges to cooperate due to 

differing backgrounds and objectives. 

GSMA recognised these challenges and defined 

a technical role, which could be adopted by any 

of the players or a third party. This role was iden-

tified as a Trusted Service Manager (TSM). The 

role is a solution to enable banks and MNOs to 

cooperate in the mobile payment area. It was 

identified that giving this role to a third party 

solves the business challenges between MNOs 

and banks. The broker role created a common 

language between the MNO and the Bank. 

Over time the TSM broker role split in two sepa-

rate roles. Both roles are related to the different 

functionalities they perform. On the one hand 

we define the TSM as an SP TSM, which fulfils 

the virtual card personalization role and on the 
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other hand the SEI TSM which fulfils the virtual 

card vendor role.  The SEI TSM controls the ac-

cess to the SE. For the ease of reading “TSM” will 

be used in this paper when referring to both 

roles in the ecosystem.

NFC handsets use a special ‘antenna’ and ‘mo-

dem’ for communication. This antenna con-

nects to the handset’s SE. The SE is a security 

controller chip inside a handset. On this SE se-

curity domains (SDs) can be created that are 

separated from each other by firewalls. Within 

the SDs, personalized data, keys, and other sen-

sitive information can be stored.

The application that controls the access to the 

SE is the Wallet. The Wallet interacts with one 

or more application inside the SE. It should be 

noted here that a Wallet on its own does not 

use NFC. Both are often related due to their link 

when performing a transaction via the hand-

set. The ‘Wallet Provider’ is the entity providing 

the Wallet in the NFC Ecosystem. 

In technical terms, a Wallet is any handset ap-

plication or GUI (Graphical User Interface) on a 

handset that represents one or more Widgets. 

The Widgets can fulfil NFC and non NFC func-

tionalities. The non NFC Widget can act as an 

authentication Widget. The authentication 

Widget can access the SE for the generation of 

a One Time password to conduct payments via 

the internet.

The Wallet

Nearly everybody today has a handset and a 

physical wallet. Your wallet is very personal 

and customizable; you keep cards, coins, pho-

tos, receipts, anything you like in your wallet.  

Your handset is rated as one of the most per-

sonal possessions of a person. On the handset 

you can store similar items as you store in your 

wallet today. It can be argued from a consumer 

perspective that your handset is already replac-

ing your wallet. Therefore, it almost seems un-

necessary to create a separate application for a 

Wallet on your handset.

Today, the Wallet is needed to gather and pro-

vide an overview of all available applications 

in a trusted environment for the end user. The 

primary use of a Wallet is to store the payment, 

ticketing and loyalty widgets (cards) and allow 

the cardholder to select the cards needed to 

perform a transaction.

Normally a Wallet is used by an end user for 

something that is not perceived as ‘fun’. No-

body likes to spend money and pay for things. 

Now with the Wallet on your handset the expe-

rience can be made more positive, with direct 

coupons and offers. When a Wallet is installed 

on the handset, the end user can download 

widgets into the Wallet application. The widg-

ets in the Wallet represent services that can be 

executed within the context of the Wallet ap-

plication. During a transaction an end user will 

never exit the Wallet. 

For the TSM the ability to offer a Wallet is an 

additional service to the customers (Service 

Providers (SPs) and / or (MNOs). It is a way to 

differentiate from other TSM offerings in the 

market. Differentiation is important; however 

the possibility for strategic branding of a Wallet 

is an even more attractive idea for the SPs and 

MNOs.

To Brand or not to Brand? 

Today, your physical Wallet is a simple contain-

er holding all your cards. This Wallet is generally 

not branded and can be bought in nearly any 

store. With the arrival of mobile payments, dis-

cussions arrive on the strategic value of placing 

a brand on the Wallet in the mobile phone. 
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The different possibilities for this feature are 

described below:

Branded Wallet

The Branded Wallet is a Wallet that the SP, TSM 

or MNO will brand themselves. The brand used 

is the SP, TSM or MNO brand. The advantage 

of using the SP, MNO or TSM brand is creating 

brand awareness and visibility. 

Neutral Branded Wallet

A Neutral Branded Wallet is a Wallet that is 

branded by an SP, MNO or TSM with a separate 

‘unbiased’ Brand. The advantage of setting up 

a separate brand for the Wallet will be that the 

SP, MNO or TSM brand is protected in case of 

problems/mall functioning of the Wallet. 

White Labelled Wallet

A White Labelled Wallet is a re-brandable Wal-

let, offered by a TSM to its SPs and SE Issuer via a 

license agreement. The TSM absorbs the role of 

Wallet issuer and offers a generic, re-brandable 

Wallet as an additional service to its customers. 

The Wallet will perform the same scope of ser-

vices and functionalities for each SP. It can be 

seen as a similar Wallet in functionalities; only 

the ‘tile’ on the GUI needs to be adapted. This 

Wallet can be offered by any party willing to 

offer its service to a consumer via this TSM. Its 

purpose is to make it easier for new entrants to 

join the ecosystem. SPs can have their brand on 

the Wallet for low investment costs, and with-

out being involved in too much technical has-

sle. A disadvantage of offering a White Labelled 

Wallet is the possibility of increased fragmenta-

tion within the Wallet market. 

Open Mobile Wallet Solutions

Open mobile Wallets are open to any handset, 

aim for global adoption, and try to make money 

via other means. An example of this is Google, 

which is making money via the gathering and 

selling of information.   

Wallet Wars

“War! That mad game the world so loves to play.” 

Jonathan Swift.

In May 2011 Google launched their Mobile Wal-

let. This created big commotion across multiple 

parties around the globe. Every player in the 

market sees the advantage of customers using 

their phone as their primary payment mecha-

nism and wants to get a piece of the pie. The 

established parties in the payment market are 

defending their current business, while parties 

like MNOs see new branding and business op-

portunities. 

It’s now possible for any brand to become a pay-

ment brand. The advantage of the established 

parties in the payments world is their ability 

to build on trust and familiarity of customers 

when it comes to making payments. However, 

consumers are becoming more and more open 

to trusting big brands, uninvolved in banking, 

to perform payments for them. The expecta-

tion is that in 2012 there will be an explosion of 

brands willing to offer mobile Wallet services.

The main reason for parties to build a Wallet 

is the strategic value, the direct link to the cus-

tomer. The strategic value of placing your brand 

on the Wallet in the mobile phone ignited a 

war around securing your brand on a Wallet. 
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Understandably, an SP/MNO would be hesi-

tant to offer their services in a Wallet branded 

by competing SPs/MNOs. This leads to each SP/

MNO wanting to create their own branded Wal-

let and thereby creating a concentration of ser-

vices in different branded Wallets.

The question remains, is this a winning strat-

egy? The discussion as it stands is very much 

focussed on the branding side of the Wallet. 

If you look at the functionalities of a physical 

Wallet today, you will see that there is generally 

no brand on the outsideof your Wallet, you can 

store each card, receipt, and picture in it that 

you prefer, in your preferred order/place and 

use it in every combination possible. It seems 

only logical that these functionalities will be 

the same for consumers on their mobile phone, 

in order to make mobile payments a success. 

Next to this, there is a recent development in 

the market which clearly shows a new defence 

strategy in the Wallet battlefield. This defence 

tactic is used by the SE Issuers. SE Issuer is the 

single owner of the SE. It can be compared with 

a hotel. In a hotel you rent out rooms. The SE 

Issuer is the owner of the hotel and rents out 

secure domains (rooms) to customers. To the 

SE Issuers the Wallet is an extension of their SE. 

Hence, the access key to the hotel room. The SE 

Issuers have the power to decide who will ac-

cess the SE. Instead of opening up their infra-

structure for more Wallets, we more and more 

see the trend that SE Issuers block other Wal-

lets from entering their ecosystem and thereby 

accessing their SEs. The reason for doing this is 

to keep other (especially free mobile Wallet so-

lutions) out of their ecosystems. This is to pro-

tect valuable information from being shared, to 

protect the precious direct link to the customer 

and in the end to protect profits. 

This can be compared to having only one web 

browser, to connect to the internet, which only 

allows you to see a limited amount of web 

pages. The result of these closed ecosystems 

will be a monopolistic ecosystem, with Wallet 

solution(s) that might not offer the best servic-

es possible to their customers.

The SE Issuers’ strategy to block other Wallets 

from entering the ecosystem is a very protec-

tionist attitude. The result from this protection-

ist attitude remains to be seen. On the positive 

side, it is likely that it will keep the ecosystem 

from fragmentation. Only the Wallet(s) that the 

SE Issuer allows to its ecosystem is provided. 

These are likely the Wallets that are provided 

by the initiators of the consortium providing 

the infrastructure in a country. On the nega-

tive side, the fact that there is no competition 

between Wallets, can lead to less user-friendly 

Wallets that are not open to all services. In the 

famous words of Dwight D. Eisenhower: 

“The problem in defense is how far you can go 

without destroying from within what you are 

trying to defend from without”.

Badly functioning services and a certain degree 

of fragmentation of services in Wallets can lead 

to low adoption rates by the end users and be 

an ecosystem killer.
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On the other hand, it is expected that parties 

who would like to enter the ecosystem, such 

as ‘free mobile Wallet solutions’ will start to 

fight this monopolistic ecosystem entry bar-

rier in court. Therefore, it is essential that from 

this moment on in the ecosystems the role of 

the SEI issuer and the Wallet Provider are sepa-

rated. Otherwise lock in situations are created. 

The legal proceeding may create tremendous 

delays in the adoption and the development 

of the ecosystems. This results in the probable 

situation that the first battle in the Wallet Wars 

will be held in the court room.

The likely result from the courtroom battle will 

be that SE Issuers have to allow other Wallets 

access to their SEs. More Wallets now have ac-

cess to the SEs and this will provide an increased 

amount of Wallets in the ecosystem. 

Going back to the current war of branding, each 

brand will want to start offering their own Wal-

let, with their own brand and with only limited 

amount of services. However, by now it must 

be clear that a Wallet with a purely commercial 

goal is not a winning strategy. Without con-

centration of services in Wallets, consumers 

need to use different combinations of Wallets 

depending on complex relationships between 

merchants, issuers, Wallet issuers, and TSMs. 

The Battle for the End User

In the end, the success of your Wallet will de-

pend on the amount of users adopting the Wal-

let. Therefore, the final battle will be around the 

end users. For Wallet issuers, the only chance 

to create high adoption rates for their Wallets 

is to provide the best Wallet in the ecosystem.  

The only way to survive is for every platform to 

meet the status quo and offer all services avail-

able. This results in the likely situation that 

Wallet becomes a commodity again; just like 

leather Wallets are today. 

It can be compared to the decision on which 

email address to use. At first, everybody only 

had their e-mail address from their local inter-

net provider. After some time, everybody start-

ed to take an account with Hotmail, an open 

platform which offered new functionalities. 

The only reason why you would change your 

email address at that stage would be if the oth-

er e-mail address offers more and better func-

tionalities. When Google started with Gmail, 

many people changed to Gmail because of ease 

of use and more storage space/ability to send 

larger attachments. Therefore, many people 

changed from Hotmail to Google account. Now 

both companies offer similar functionalities. 

The battle at this stage will turn to a stalemate. 

Unless somebody shows up with a bigger gun, 

everybody stays in the trenches. When finally 

somebody does show up with a bigger gun, 

then it will trigger the opponent to follow, re-

sulting in healthy competition, and thus creat-

ing better end products for the user.

Strategically this means that you have to offer 

your end users a Wallet with an open ecosys-

tem that offers all the services that other Wal-

lets provide (stalemate situation), but include 

differentiating elements for niche markets. Ex-

amples of differentiating elements are Wallets 

that are context aware, have a user friendly in-

terface and have the highest level of security. 

This development of differentiating elements 

should be an evolving spiral of new, innovative 

functionalities to stay ahead in the industry 

(healthy competition). Furthermore, the end 

user is aware of the ‘big brother’ effect that the 

Wallet can have and possible can resist this if 

this gets to an uncomfortable level.  

The end user is the one that will choose what 

they prefer to use on a daily basis. This choice is 

based on the integration of the best services in 
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one Wallet, perceived security and a limited or 

acceptable degree of information gathering by 

the Wallet Provider. This will be key to winning 

the Wallet War.

“You cannot prevent and prepare for War at the 

same time.” Albert Einstein

It can be concluded that in these predicted bat-

tles in the Wallet War, the best defence strategy 

is to provide an open solution from the start 

and think from an end user perspective. If you 

do not do this, another SP/MNO will. In the end, 

the final battle will be to put your Wallet in as 

many users’ hands as possible. 

For the user, the significance of the brand on 

the Wallet will pale in comparison to the sig-

nificance of a Wallet that is open to all available 

functionalities. This will be the best marketing 

strategy, brand promotion will follow. 

In the end it will be the end user that will decide 

which is his preferred Wallet he will use on a 

daily basis. This will be the Wallet that will win 

the battle. However, for now, we are a long way 

away from leaving our physical Wallet at home. 

UL 

Sparked your interest? Want to learn more? 

UL’s Transaction Security service line provides 

training courses on Contactless and Mobile 

Payments and the Trusted Service Manager. 

Furthermore, UL Transaction Security has been 

technology partner for a wide range of NFC Im-

plementations around the world. 

To learn more about UL Transaction Security go 

to the website: www.ul-ts.com

About UL Transaction Security

UL is the world leader in advancing safety 

with over a hundred years of history. Em-

ploying more than 10,000 professionals in 

over 100 countries, UL has five distinct busi-

ness units - Product Safety, Environment, 

Life & Health, Knowledge Services and Veri-

fication Services - to meet the expanding 

needs of our customers and to deliver on 

our public safety mission.

Through the acquisition of RFI Global, WIth-

am Laboratories and Collis in 010 and 2012 

respectively, UL is uniquely positioned as 

the world’s number one competence center 

in transaction security technology. UL acts 

as your independent, trusted partner for 

end-to-end transaction security services 

for the mobile, payment, e-Ticketing and ID 

management sectors on a global scale.

UL’s comprehensive transaction security 

service line provides advisory services, ex-

pert training courses, test tools and simu-

lators, test services and certification and 

security evaluation services. Our thought 

leadership, close involvement with leading 

industry bodies and extensive experience 

enables UL to keep up with the rapid pace 

of transaction innovation for years to come.


